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Introduction
Interval cancers are those cancers which present between screening examinations in women who
previously screened negative. They can be classified in a review process comparing diagnostic
mammograms with those from the preceding screen. Of all intervals, some were not present at the time
of screening but developed fast enough to present symptomatically (true intervals); some were not
evident mammographically even at diagnosis (occult); some showed non-specific signs at screening but
were not sufficiently suspicious to warrant further investigations (minimal sign) and some were evident
at screening but were missed or incorrectly interpreted (false negative). The rate of false negatives in a
screening programme is a measure of radiologists' performance. However, the method of review and
classification will determine the proportion of cases classified as false negative.

Aims
To determine the effect on interval cancer classification of mixing interval cancer screening films
with other films to approximate the normal screening situation, and of including external (from other
screening units) as well as internal (from the original screening unit) reviewers in the review process.

Comments
Interval cancers are an expected but unpleasant aspect of screening programmes. Their numbers and
prognosis have an important influence on programme performance. Investigating reasons for their
occurrence is therefore an essential activity. This paper illustrates that the review method used can
influence the apparent result and highlights the need for consistency in methodology when comparing
different programmes. In this study readers were no less likely to classify a cancer as false negative if it
originated from their own unit. However, it should not be assumed that this would be the case
everywhere.

Methods
Interval cancer cases in women screened by two of the five screening units in Stockholm in the period
1989-1991 were reviewed. For mixed reviewing, 59 cases from one unit were randomly mixed in a ratio
1:8 (59:416) with other screening films which showed mainly no malignancy (390) plus a few screen
detected malignancies (15) or benign breast disease (11). Two readers from each of four of the screening
units reviewed the original films to try to identify correctly the site of the subsequent cancer. The readers
were not given access to the symptomatic films. For investigation of difference between external and
internal reviewers, 103 cases were reviewed. External reviewers comprised one reader from each of the
three units not providing cases; internal reviewers comprised two readers from each of the two units
providing cases.

Results
In mixed reviewing the three reviewers showed similar false negative rates for 59 cases (15%, 15%,
12%). However, two of the three reviewers selected almost as many cases incorrectly as correctly. Rates
for incorrectly recalling normal cases varied (3%, 8%, 11%). In non-mixed reviewing (when only
interval cases were classified) false negative rates were almost doubled (27%, 27%, 25%). One unit
recalled almost as many interval cases for the wrong area/wrong breast as correct cases. There was no
evidence that external reviewers classified films differently from internal reviewers. The minimum
number of cases which could be considered as missed was 7% (4 of 59 cases selected by all units using
both review methods). The maximum number of cases which could be considered to be missed in nonmixed review was 34% (20 of 59 cases correctly selected by one of the reviewers); in mixed review it
was 22% (13 of 59 cases).

Discussion
Mixing interval cases with normal mammograms more closely reflects the screening situation but
identifies considerably fewer missed cases than in non-mixed review. These results (7% to 34% missed
cases depending on review method used) are in approximate agreement with results elsewhere where
rates varied between 4% and 56% with mixing of cases:non-cases in the ratio 1:3. Lack of influence of
internal/external status of reviewer on results may be influenced by the length of time since case
occurred or by internal reviewers? knowledge that external reviewers were also involved. Most interval
cancers (66%-78%) were not regarded as missed cases whichever review procedure was used. The
procedure provides a useful teaching and quality control exercise.
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